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SIGN UP 
FOR A DEMO

SEND LEARNER 
DETAILS

TAKE FREE 
ASSESSMENTS

EXPLORE 
THE RESULTS

SUBSCRIBE 
FOR CATCH-UP

Send a class list with first names, 
surnames, grades and school to 
Reflective Learning who will set up 
the learner and teacher accounts.

Contact Reflective Learning (cc ACSI)
for a free demo of the diagnostic 
benchmarking and remediation app. 
Email info@reflectivelearning.co.za.

Learners complete the assessments 
to benchmark their level of Maths 
functioning across multiple grade levels. 
These are free to schools! 

Teachers will have access to individual 
and cohort reports online immediately 
after learners compete the assessment.

SUPPORT & 
SEE PROGRESS

Teachers can follow learner progress 
and support via the in-app chat or in 
person. Learners are automatically re-
assessed so you can see improvements!
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To help learners catch-up their backlogs, 
schools can purchase annual licences for 
a whole grade (R180pp) or parents can 
pay for individual learners (R360pp).

Why pay for benchmarking assessments when you can invest in improvements in learning? 
Reflective Learning provides free benchmarking assessments to schools which also diagnoses 
backlogs in Maths learning. Personalised remediation then catch-up learners across the most 
critical Maths concepts. Learners can catch-up as much as four grades in a single year!

TO IMPROVING OUTCOMES
moving from benchmarking
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TRUST US
people who 

Reflective Learning explains the concepts in a way that Reflective Learning explains the concepts in a way that 
I can understand. I started really understanding things I can understand. I started really understanding things 

that I thought I knew before. It's fun to do, easy to follow, that I thought I knew before. It's fun to do, easy to follow, 
and when I finish my work, it feels like a reward.and when I finish my work, it feels like a reward.

Taylor, LearnerTaylor, Learner

My daughter beams with pride when she understands My daughter beams with pride when she understands 
how and why something works - including topics I have how and why something works - including topics I have 
tried for years to explain to her! The pedagogical worth tried for years to explain to her! The pedagogical worth 
and impact of a programme like this is immeasurable.and impact of a programme like this is immeasurable.

Alix, Parent and Maths EducatorAlix, Parent and Maths Educator

We have been extremely happy with the diagnostic tests. The We have been extremely happy with the diagnostic tests. The 
reports that the students received after were very helpful in reports that the students received after were very helpful in 

pointing out exactly where the problem areas for each individual pointing out exactly where the problem areas for each individual 
student are. I would highly recommend Reflective Learning. student are. I would highly recommend Reflective Learning. 

Stephne van Niekerk, Maths Educator at Curro SitariStephne van Niekerk, Maths Educator at Curro Sitari

I think Reflective Learning is insightful and an extremely I think Reflective Learning is insightful and an extremely 
valuable diagnostic tool to enable teachers to focus on valuable diagnostic tool to enable teachers to focus on 
significant gaps or learning blocks for a child to make significant gaps or learning blocks for a child to make 
effective progress in critical studies of mathematics.effective progress in critical studies of mathematics.

Roger Cameron, CEO of Anglican Board of EducationRoger Cameron, CEO of Anglican Board of Education
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demo today!

demo today!


